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Programming Google App EngineGoogle Press, 2012

	
	
		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t...
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Learn Swift on the Mac: For OS X and iOSApress, 2015

	There's a new language in town. Swift is Apple's new, native, fast, and easy to learn programming language for iOS and OS X app development. It's their "Objective-C without the C". If you are an iOS developer or planning to become one, learning Swift is your #1 priority, and Learn Swift on the Mac tells you...
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Swift Game Programming for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2015

	Swift Game Programming for Absolute Beginners teaches Apple’s Swift language in the context of four, fun and colorful games. Learn the Swift 2.0 language, and learn to create game apps for iOS at the same time – a double win!


	The four games you’ll develop while reading this book are:

	...
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Game Development with SwiftPackt Publishing, 2015

	Embrace the mobile gaming revolution and bring your iPhone game ideas to life with Swift


	About This Book

	
		Create and design games for iPhone and iPad using SpriteKit
	
		Learn all of the fundamentals of SpriteKit game development and mix and match techniques to customize your game
	...
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Coding for Wireless Channels (Information Technology: Transmission, Processing and Storage)Springer, 2005
Coding for Wireless Channels is an accessible introduction to the theoretical foundations of modern coding theory, with applications to wireless transmission systems. State-of-the-art coding theory is explained using soft (maximum-likelihood) decoding rather than algebraic decoding. Convolutional codes, trellis-coded modulation,...
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Worldmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, United NationsGale, 2007

	Th e swift course of domestic and world events, part of a hastened process of change, requires an enormous increase of basic understanding by peoples of the multiple factors infl uencing the tempo and direction of national developments. Th e pattern of intercultural penetration and cross-fertilizing exchanges of scientifi c and technological...
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Neuro-Oncology of CNS TumorsSpringer, 2005

	Diagnosis and treatment modalities for neuro-oncologic diseases have made considerable advances in recent years. There is hardly a segment of the field of solid tumours that is experiencing such dynamic development with regard to basic scientific findings and clinical results. In the present book the world's leading experts have compiled...
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Swift For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get up and running with Swift—swiftly


	Brimming with expert advice and easy-to-follow instructions, Swift For Dummies shows new and existing programmers how to quickly port existing Objective-C applications into Swift and get into the swing of the new language like a pro. Designed from the ground up to be a...
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Troubleshooting XcodeApress, 2015

	Troubleshooting Xcode is a handbook for software developers of all levels creating applications for iOS and OS X using both Objective-C and Swift.


	If you’ve struggled in the past to make Xcode work as expected, to solve problems that defy logic, and to understand Xcode’s misleading or cryptic error...
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OpenStack Cloud Computing Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to successfully set up and manage your OpenStack cloud environments with complete coverage of Nova, Swift, Keystone, Glance, Horizon, Neutron, and Cinder


	Overview

	
		Updated for OpenStack Grizzly
	
		Learn how to install, configure, and manage all of the OpenStack core projects...
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OpenStack Swift: Using, Administering, and Developing for Swift Object StorageO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get up and running with OpenStack Swift, the free, open source solution for deploying high-performance object storage clusters at scale. In this practical guide, Joe Arnold, co-founder and CEO of SwiftStack, brings you up-to-speed on the basic concepts of object storage and walks you through what you need to know to plan, build,...
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Beginning Swift Games Development for iOS: Develop 2D and 3D games Using Apple's SceneKit and SpriteKitApress, 2017

	Learn the fundamental elements of the new Swift 3 programming language as applied to game development for new iOS 10.


	In Part 1 of this book, you'll start with a basic 2D game idea and build the game throughout the book introducing each SpriteKit topic as you add new functionality to the game. By the end of the book, you'll...
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